We propose a generalization of cubic matrix mechanics by introducing a canonical triplet and study the relation to Nambu mechanics. The mechanics is interpreted as a 'quantum' generalization of Nambu mechanics.
Introduction
The study of a new, generalized mechanics beyond classical mechanics (CM) and quantum mechanics (QM) is often regarded as an ambitious attempt because QM has been applied to very broad areas of physics with indisputable success. We, however, have no strong reason that QM is the unique mechanics to describe a nature at a fundamental level (around and beyond the gravitational scale). In fact, M-theory [1] is the promising candidate of a fundamental theory of nature and there is an intriguing proposal for a formulation of M-theory based on the infinite momentum frame [2] deeply related to a quantum mechanics of supermembranes [3] , but no complete formulation has been known yet. There is a possibility that an ultimate theory requires a new mechanics combined with a figuration of fundamental objects. Hence it is still meaningful to construct a new, generalized mechanics and study its properties.
Nambu proposed a generalization of Hamiltonian dynamics through the extension of phase space based on the Liouville theorem and gave a suggestion for its quantization. [4] The structure of this mechanics has been studied in the framework of constrained systems [5] and in geometric and algebraic formulations. [6] There are several works in which the quantization of Nambu mechanics (NM) is investigated. [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] As an interesting approach, Awata, Li, Minic and Yoneya introduced many-index objects to realize the quantum version of Nambu bracket. [9] Recently, a new mechanics has been proposed based on many-index objects [12] , which is a generalization of Heisenberg's matrix mechanics, and its basic structure has been studied from the algebraic point of view [13] . The definition of the triple product among three-index objects called 'cubic matrices' in [12] is different from that in [9] , in the respect that a generalization of the Ritz rule in the phase factor is required, but the associativity of the products is not necessarily. The mechanics has a counterpart of the canonical structure in CM and can be generalized through the extension of phase space modeling after NM. It is quite interesting to investigate this type of generalization and the relation to NM.
In this paper, we propose a generalization of cubic matrix mechanics (we refer to as a generalized cubic matrix mechanics) by introducing a canonical triplet and study the correspondence to NM. A conjecture concernig operator formalism is also given.
Our strategy is almost same as that in [13] . In the next section, we review the canonical structure of NM and discuss a basic structure which a mechanics beyond NM should possess. We formulate a generalized cubic matrix mechanics, and study the structure from the algebraic viewpoint and the relation to NM in §3. Section 4 is devoted to conclusions and discussion.
2 Nambu mechanics and beyond
Canonical structure of Nambu mechanics
Here we review the canonical structure of Nambu mechanics. [4] For simplicity, we treat a system with a 3-dimensional phase space whose variables are x = x(t), y = y(t) and z = z(t). They satisfy the following "Hamilton's equations"
where the right-hand side denotes 2-dimensional Jacobian, and K and H are "the Hamiltonians". Physical variables are given by functions of the canonical variables and a time variable t; e.g., A = A(x, y, z, t), B = B(x, y, z, t), and C = C(x, y, z, t). Hereafter we consider the system that physical variables do not contain t explicitly, that is, a closed physical system. The Nambu bracket of three variables A, B and C with respect to x, y and z is defined by
where the right-hand side represents 3-dimensional Jacobian. Hence the Nambu brackets of the canonical variables are given by
The basic features of the Nambu bracket are listed:
{A + B, C, D} NB = {A, C, D} NB + {B, C, D} NB (linearity), (5) {{A, B, C} NB , D, E} NB = {{A, D, E} NB , B, C} NB + {A, {B, D, E} NB , C} NB + {A, B, {C, D, E} NB } NB = 0 (6) {AB, C, D} NB = A{B, C, D} NB + {A, C, D} NB B (derivation rule). (7) By use of (1) and (2), the physical variable A satisfies the equation
We call the transformation A → A ′ = C(A) which preserves the bracket structure 'canonical':
The infinitesimal version A → A ′ = A + δA is given by
where G 1 and G 2 are generators of the transformation and δs is an infinitesimal parameter. We can show that the bracket structure is preserved under the transformation (10) by using the fundamental identity (6).
Beyond Nambu mechanics
The structure of Nambu mechanics is so elegant and attractive that it is natural to expect the existence of a 'quantum' counterpart of NM. In this subsection, we conjecture a basic structure of a new mechanics beyond NM based on a requirement that the algebraic structure of equation of motion and symmetry transformations should be preserved (up to anomalous breakings). The above requirement is expressed as the following properties:
1. There are counterparts, which are denoted by X = X(t), Y = Y (t) and Z = Z(t), of the canonical variables in NM and physical variables are functions of X, Y and Z in a closed system. There exists a counterpart, which we call 'a generalized bracket', of the Nambu bracket, and the bracket relations for X, Y and Z become conditions which place restrictions on the phase space (such as quantization conditions in QM). The generalized bracket does not necessarily own all algebraic properties which the Nambu bracket does. At least properties of skew-symmetry and linearity exist.
2. A same type of equation of motion holds for physical variables. Concretely, the equation of motion is obtained by the replacement of the Nambu bracket with the generalized bracket.
3. There is a transformation which preserves the generalized bracket structure and we call it 'a generalized canonical transformation'. 'The fundamental identity' for the generalized bracket holds including generators of the generalized canonical transformation.
Now we formulate a basic structure of a new mechanics based on the above properties.
1. Let us denote a generalized bracket by B( * , * , * ) and impose the following conditions on X, Y and Z,
where Θ is a constant of motion, and the bracket of Θ and arbitrary variables Λ i vanishes, i.e., B(Θ, Λ i , Λ j ) = 0. The skew-symmetry and linearity are expressed by
We do not necessarily require correspondences of the fundamental identity and the derivation rule in NM as properties of B( * , * , * ) for generic variables.
The equation of motion for a physical quantity A is given by
where K and H are "the Hamiltonians".
3. The generalized canonical transformation is defined by the transformation A → A ′ = G(A) which preserves the structure of B( * , * , * ):
For variables G 1 and G 2 which satisfy the fundamental identity
In this way, we have formulated a basic structure of a new mechanics beyond NM. We expect that 'the derivation rule' for B( * , * , * ) holds for the transformation (17) because the derivation δ/δs would yield the Leibniz rule. Then the derivation rule is written by
Generalized cubic matrix mechanics
We have discussed a basic structure which a new mechanics beyond Nambu mechanics should possess. It is expected that the study of NM is applicable to understand the structure of M-theory [1, 2] through the quantum theory of supermembranes [3] . Hence it is of significance to construct a 'quantum' version of NM and study its features. In this section, we propose a new mechanics based on cubic matrices, which is a generalization of cubic matrix mechanics examined in [12] and [13] , and study its structure and the correspondence to NM.
Generalized cubic matrix mechanics and its structure
The physical variables are three-index objects (cubic matrices) given by
where the A lmn possesses cyclic symmetry, i.e., A lmn = A mnl = A nlm , and the angular frequency Ω lmn has the following properties:
where sgn(P ) is +1 and −1 for even and odd permutation among indices, respectively. The operator ∂ is regarded as a boundary operator that changes k-th antisymmetric objects into (k + 1)-th objects, and this operation is nilpotent, i.e. ∂ 2 ( * ) = 0. [14] The Ω lmn is regarded as 2-cycle from the second equation in (20). We define the hermiticity of a cubic matrix by A l ′ m ′ n ′ (t) = A * lmn (t) for odd permutations among indices. For a hermitian cubic matrix, there are relations
We refer to the following form of cubic matrix as a normal form or a normal cubic matrix,
where the a lm is a time-independent quantity. If we define the triple product among cubic matrices A lmn (t) = A lmn e iΩ lmn t , B lmn (t) = B lmn e iΩ lmn t and C lmn (t) = C lmn e iΩ lmn t by
the product takes the same form as (19) with the relation (20), which is a generalization of the Ritz rule. † Note that this product is, in general, neither commutative nor associative, that is, (ABC) lmn = (BAC) lmn and
If A lmn (t), B lmn (t) and C lmn (t) are hermitian, [A(t), B(t), C(t)] lmn is also a hermitian cubic matrix.
The generalized bracket is defined by use of the triple-commutator (24) as
whereh C is a new physical constant. By definition, we find that the generalized bracket (25) has the properties of skew-symmetry and linearity seen from relations
Note that neither the fundamental identity nor the derivation rule necessarily holds for generic variables. We impose the following conditions on the canonical triplet X lmn (t), Y lmn (t) and Z lmn (t):
where Θ lmn is a time-independent cubic matrix, and the bracket of Θ lmn and arbitrary variables (Λ i ) lmn should vanish, i.e., [Θ, Λ i , Λ j ] lmn = 0. From this condition, the Θ lmn is proportional to δ lm δ mn . The cyclically symmetric cubic matrices, A lmn (t), yield the generalization of the Heisenberg equation
where K and H are the Hamiltonians given by
and
respectively. Here we take k lm = −k ml and h lm = −h ml . By use of (30) and (31), Ω lmn is written by
If either of k lm or h lm is 1-boundary (k lm =k l −k m or h lm =ĥ l −ĥ m ), we can show that Ω lmn is 2-cycle, i.e., (∂Ω) lmnk = 0. When both k lm and h lm are 1-boundaries, Ω lmn is rewritten by
Since the Hamiltonians are normal forms, we find that an arbitrary normal cubic matrix A (N ) is a constant of motion:
The generalized bracket structure (25) is preserved by the following infinitesimal transformation:
where
are normal cubic matrices such that g
2llm is 1-boundary. Here we use the fact that the fundamental identity holds for such normal ones G
Further we find that the following derivation rule holds for G
Correspondence to Nambu mechanics
We discuss a relation between Nambu mechanics and the generalized cubic matrix mechanics from the viewpoint of the correspondence principle. First we review the relation between classical mechanics and quantum mechanics. A physical variable F (t) in CM is regarded as a linear combination of oneindex objects (a 1 × 1 matrix) such that
where F * n = F −n , because F (t) should be a real quantity, and the angular frequency Ω n is an integer multiple of the basic frequency ω, i.e. Ω n = nω. By use of the fact that the action variable J = 1 2π
pdq is the canonical conjugate of the angle variable ωt, the equation of motion for F (t) is written
where { * , * } PB is the Poisson bracket with respect to the canonical pair ωt and J, and we use the Hamilton's canonical equation for the angle variable
Under the guidance of Bohr's correspondence principle, there is the following correspondence between ω and Ω mn ,
where ⇐⇒ indicates the correspondence and we use the Bohr's frequency conditionhΩ mn = E m − E n . We find that the equation of the right-hand side in (40) corresponds to (39) with the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization condition J =hn. Next, we study the 'classical' limit of generalized matrix mechanics based on 3-index objects, whose frequency condition is given by (33). A physical variable A(t) in NM is also regarded as a linear combination of one-index objects (a 1 × 1 matrix) such that
where A * n = A −n and the angular frequency Ω n is an integer multiple of the basic frequency ω, i.e. Ω n = nω. The equation of motion for A(t) is written
where { * , * , * } NB is the Nambu bracket with respect to the canonical triplet J 1 , ωt and J 2 , and we use the "Hamilton's equation" for the angle variable ωt
Here J 1 and J 2 are conserved quantities. (See the Appendix B for "HamiltonJacobi formalism" for NM.) It is natural to assume the existence of the following correspondence between ω and Ω lmn ,
where ∆N = ∆l∆n, ∆l = m − l, ∆n = m − n, ⇐⇒ indicates the correspondence and we use the frequency condition (33). We find that the equation of the right-hand side in (44) corresponds to (43) if J 1 and J 2 are quantized like the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization condition. In this way, the generalized cubic matrix mechanics is interpreted as a 'quantum' generalization of NM.
Conjecture on operator formalism
We have studied a structure of generalized cubic matrix mechanics using a matrix formalism. The mechanics has an interesting algebraic structure, but the formalism is not practical, because it is only applicable to stationary systems. From experience, it is known that in order to be of practical use operator formalism must be capable of handling problems in a wider class of physical systems. By analogy to quantum mechanics, we now give a conjecture on the operator formalism of generalized cubic matrix mechanics. First, we make the following basic assumptions.
1. For a given physical system, there exist triplet of state vectors |m 1 ; P m 1 m 2 m 3 , |m 2 ; P m 1 m 2 m 3 and |m 3 ; P m 1 m 2 m 3 that depend on both the quantum numbers m i , (e.g., these m i represent l, m or n) and their ordering. Here, the ordering is represented by a permutation (denoted by P m 1 m 2 m 3 ) for a standard ordering, (e.g., m 1 = l, m 2 = m, m 3 = n).
2. For every physical observable, there is a one-to-one correspondence to a linear operatorÂ.
Under the above assumptions, it is natural to identify the cubic matrix element A lmn withÂ|l; P lmn |m; P lmn |n; P lmn . In general, the quantity A m 1 m 2 m 3 is identified withÂ|m 1 ; P m 1 m 2 m 3 |m 2 ; P m 1 m 2 m 3 |m 3 ; P m 1 m 2 m 3 . By use of (29), the following equations of motion for the states are derived:
and we take the Schrödinger picture. By use of relations (30) and (31), [ 
The above equations (45) are regarded as a generalization of the Schrödinger equation. The time evolution of state vectors is given by
where the subscript 0 indicates that the state is that at an initial time. In the same way, the time development of state vectors for the matrix element A mln is given by
We can identify |l; P mln with the complex conjugate of |l; P lmn from (47) and (48). It is seen that this identification is consistent with the relations (21).
Conclusions and discussion
We have proposed a generalization of cubic matrix mechanics by introducing a canonical triplet, and studied the structure of the mechanics and the relation to Nambu mechanics. The basic structure of generalized cubic matrix mechanics is summarized as follows. The infinitesimal symmetry transformation for the physical quantity A lmn (t), which is a cubic matrix, is given by
Here the triple-commutator is a counterpart of the Nambu bracket in NM, and G 1 and G 2 are generators of the transformation, which are normal cubic matrices. The time evolution of A lmn (t) is regarded as the symmetry transformation generated by the Hamilotonians K lmn and H lmn such that ih C δA lmn (t) = [A(t), K, H] lmn δt, which is a generalization of the Heisenberg equation. A normal cubic matrix, G (N ) lmn , is a constant of motion, i.e., ih C dG
The fundamental identity and the derivation rule hold in the case that they contain a special type of conserved quantities G 1 and G 2 such as (35) and (36), and the bracket structure is preserved under the symmetry transformation seen from the fundamental identity. There is a correspondence between a generalized cubic matrix mechanics and NM, and hence our matrix mechanics is interpreted as a 'quantum' version of NM.
There still exist several barriers to arrive at a final formulation. For example, there is the conjecture that no global symmetry exists in a quantum theory including gravity. [15] We would need a formulation including local symmetries. Another modification would be necessary if we incorporate the gravitational interaction. The theory should be formulated in a backgroundindependent way as the theory of general relativity. Therefore the scheme discussed in this paper can be interpreted as an effective description of an underlying mechanics after fixing a background geometry and neglecting dynamical degrees of freedom for graviton.
A Features of triple-commutator
We study features of the triple-commutator [A, B, C] for hermitian cubic matrices A lmn B lmn and C lmn . This commutator is written down by
where ( 
respectively. The features of (BC) lmn are listed:
1. The (BC) lmn has skew-symmetry for permutations among indices,
2. The following elements are vanishing:
3. If b lm ≡ B llm or c lm ≡ C llm is 1-boundary, the (BC) lmn is 2-cycle:
We can show the following relations from the above expressions and features. 
5. The derivation rule holds for normal cubic matrices D (N )
llm is 1-boundary.
B "Hamilton-Jacobi formalism" for Nambu mechanics
We study "Hamilton-Jacobi formalism" for Nambu mechanics. The basic ingredient is the following differential 2-form relation:
where ∧ represents Cartan's wedge product, S = S(y, z, t) is a differential 1-form. The Hamilton's equations (1) are derived by taking the exterior derivatives of the above equation (57):
By use of the skew-symmetric property of the Nambu bracket and the equation of motion (8), we find that the Hamiltonians K and H are constants of motion. The trajectory of physical system in the phase space (x, y, z) is determined by the intersection of two surfaces, i.e., K(x, y, z) = k = const. and H(x, y, z) = h = const. Hereafter we consider the periodic motion on the intersection given by C(x, y) = const. and z = const. for simplicity. Next we consider the canonical transformation from the canonical triplet (x, y, z) to (J 1 , ωt, J 2 ),
where θ ≡ ωt is the angle variable, J 2 = z and W = W(y, z, J 1 , t) is a differential 1-form called 'the generating function'. With the relation W = αdβ and the equation (59), we obtain the following equations,
(61) ‡ It is known that the dynamics of relativistic strings is described by Hamilton-Jacobi formalism based on a slight different 2-form including two evolution parameters from (57). [16] For a conserved system, we find that J 1 and J 2 are constants of motion from the Hamilton's equations for J 1 and J 2 :
By solving the equations (62), we obtain the relations J 1 = J 1 (k, h) and J 2 = J 2 (k, h).
Finally we study the change in θ for a complete cycle of y given by ∆θ = ∂θ ∂y dy = ∂ ∂y
where we use the equations (60). Since ∆θ = 2π, J 1 is given by
Hence J 1 is a correspondence of the action variable in CM. The period T of the complete cycle of rotation is given by
seen from the Hamilton's equation for θ(=
